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Standard Model Status
(In Search of "New Physics")

William J. Marciano
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

Abstract

A perspective on successes and shortcomings of the standard model is given. The complemen-
tarity between direct high energy probes of new physics and lower energy searches via precision
measurements and rare reactions is described. Several illustrative examples are discussed.

The standard SU(3)C X SU(2)L X U(l)y model of strong and electroweak interactions has been
subjected to intense experimental scrutiny. So far, it has passed all tests with flying colors [1]. Nev-
ertheless, we do anticipate the emergence of "new physics" beyond standard model expectations as
higher energy scales are probed, both directly at TEVATRON, LEPII, SSC etc. and indirectly through
precision electroweak measurements and searches for rare or "forbidden" reactions. That conviction
stems from a general dissatisfaction with electroweak symmetry breaking and mass generation via the
simplest (fundamental) Higgs doublet mechanism. Although that prescription accommodates all known
particle masses and mixing (even CP violation), it does not really explain their origin. One hopes that
a truly fundamental theory would be free of arbitrary parameters and would elucidate the origin of
mass. Those insights might come from additional symmetries or new dynamics, perhaps both. In
addition, the \<jA theory upon which the simple Higgs mechanism is based is trivial (when considered
alone) and exhibits fine-tuning hierarchy problems when embedded in a grand unified theory. Those
shortcomings suggest that a richer underlying structure is waiting in place of the standard model's lone
residual Higgs scalar. Our goal is to uncover and decipher it.

At present, low energy (< 1 TeV) supersymmetry (SUSY) is the leading justification for a fun-
damental Higgs mechanism. That elegant symmetry alleviates fine-tuning hierarchy problems at the
expense of introducing a plethora of new particles (sparticles). Currently, supersymmetry has no direct
experimental support, although the unification of gauge couplings does work out very nicely in SUSY
GUTS [1]. Nevertheless, its many followers (enlightened fundamentalists) have no doubt that super-
symmetry is correct. (A point in their favor is the lack of a complete alternative theory.) Confirmation
of SUSY faith will require discovery of the many sparticles as well as the extended Higgs sector sug-
gested by that scenario. Fortunately, if SUSY masses are near or below 1 TeV, those particles should
be easily uncovered at the SSC. To fully sort out the SUSY theory will also require a new e+e~ collider
in the 500-1000 GeV range.

Alternative to a fundamental Higgs mechanism is dynamical symmetry breaking via fermion-
antifermion condensation (analogous to the BCS theory of superconductivity). Scenarios ranging from
minimal ti condensation [2] to complicated extended technicolor scenarios [3] have been suggested.
Although the basic premise is very appealing, no complete dynamical model presently exists. It seems
that new discoveries of heavy fermions, additional gauge bosons, or something unexpected is required
to stimulate further the creative imagination of dynamicists.

In addition to the disciples of supersymmetry and dynamical symmetry breaking, there are a number
of other sects. Composite models are rather vague and presently not very economical, but they will
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always provide a possible next level scenario. Of course, there are many agnostics who believe that
"new physics" lies ahead, but we are not yet able to comprehend it.

We have at our disposal several experimental approaches to probe for "new physics". The most
direct means employs very high energy accelerators such as the SSC. They can produce and detect
the Higgs, SUSY, Z' bosons etc. all the way up to masses of a few TeV. Alternatively, one can carry
out very high precision measurements at lower energies and look for deviations from standard model
predictions. Such tests have already started to reach the 1% or better level and can thus indirectly
probe mass scales often as large as 1 TeV [4]. Should "new physics" be uncovered at the SSC, lower
energy precision measurements will be extremely valuable in sorting out its properties and relation to
the rest of the standard model. A third means of hunting for "new physics" involves studies of rare
or forbidden processes such as muon number nonconservation, neutrino oscillations, proton decay etc.
Those types of experiments probe energy scales way beyond the SSC (e.g., proton decay experiments
are sensitive to super-heavy GUT bosons of (9(1015 GeV). Although a positive discovery is clearly a
longshot, the payoff is very high. Indeed, such a discovery would revolutionize physics and open up
many new avenues of investigation. Anytime a well motivated longshot can push the existing bounds
by an order of magnitude or more, it should be pursued.

The theme of this talk is ways to test the standard model and search for "new physics" without
going to SSC energies. Having briefly given some motivation, I will now go on to discuss a few explicit
examples. The examples I have chosen are not necessarily the best or most sensitive ways to find "new
physics'1. Instead, they are topics that I am very familiar with and hence easy to describe.

1 Charged Current Universality

Two tests of charged current universality have been carried out at the very high precision level, a few
tenths of a percent. In semileptonic weak decays, one can measure the CKM quark mixing matrix
elements V{j and test the unitarity relations

3y comparing decays with final electrons versus muons, one can also test the e-fi universality relation

gv/ev ~ gWvv (2)

required for the SU(2)z, gauge coupling. In both cases, the full O(a) electroweak radiative corrections
must be included to fully exploit the precise experimental data.

In the case of the CKM matrix, the first row is very well determined [5]

\VJi = 0.9734 ± 0.0007 Superallowed fl-decays (3)

|VU,| = 0.2196 ± 0.0023 KeZ decays (4)

|Vu6| =0.004 ±0.002 B-decays (5)

In all cases, theoretical uncertainties dominated the errors and may in fact be larger that quoted.
Ignoring the nature of the errors and (naively) combining them in quadrature, one finds

IKdl2 + |V;S|2 + |Vu6|
2 = 0.9957 ± 0.0017. (6)

The agreement with unity is not bad when one considers that a 4% radiative correction is tested
(without correcting one would get 1.04 [0]). Nevertheless, there is an apparent 2.5<r deviation in



(6) which needs to be explained. It could stem from "new physics" such as heavy fermion (e.g. 4th
generation) mixing. However, it is hard to get excited by that prospect because the required m.:xir.g
is so large, and because the theory error is quite dubious. As a check, one can obtain \Vud\ from
combining the neutron lifetime [7] r« = 887.4 ± 1.7s and neutron decay asymmetry parameter [7]
gA = 1-257 ±0.003 via [1]

2 _ 4904.0 ± 5.0s

That procedure gives

\Vud\ - 0.9812 ± 0.0022 Neutron Decay (8)

which differs from (3) by 3.4o\ That discrepancy should be resolved by improved neutron decay
experiments. In addition, pion beta decay TT+ -* 7r°e+i/e, which is quite clean theoretically, can be used
as a consistency check.

In the case of electron-muon universality, the classic test involves comparing IT —- ev with x — /J.U.
At tree level, that ratio of decay rates is given by

4 {r\ ^ll = 128349 x 10-= 1-28349 x 1 0 - (9)

Radiative corrections computed long (34 years) ago by Kinoshita [8] reduced the ratio to 1.23306. Re-
cently, A. Sirlin and I updated that calculation by including hadronic structure loop and bremsstrahlung
effects as well as the leading two loop effects controlled by the renormalization group. In total, we found
for the radiative inclusive ratio [9]

^theory _ J ^ Q ± Q QQQ5 x 1 ( )-4 ( 1 Q )

Most important is the extremely small theoretical uncertainty in (10). In fact the quoted error is
conservative, the actual uncertainty may be half that amount.

Recent experiments found

Re/ll = 1.2265 ± 0.0034 ± 0.0044 x 10"* (TRIUMF [10])

(ID
Re/ll = 1.2346 ± 0.0035 ± 0.0036 x 10"4 (PSI [11])

The agreement with (10) is very good. Together, they imply

gwev/gw^ = 0.9988 ± 0.0015 (12)

which confirms e-fi universality at the 0.15% level. Eq. (12) can be used to constrain heavy neutrino
mixing, scalar interactions etc. Given the negligible level of theoretical uncertainty in Re/^ experiments
should be pushed as far as possible. Although difficult, a factor of 5-10 improvement appears feasible.
Similar studies can be carried out for K —* Cue, t = e,(i. As a byproduct of those activities, new
studies of the radiative decays TT -* Eu-y and A" -> £v) should be carried out. Besides probing structure
dependent form factors, in at least one case, K -> fiu-y, one can search for CP violation (see later
discussion).



2 Precision Electroweak Measurements

Precision measurements of a, G^, mz, mw, sin2 9w etc. have been used to test the standard model at
the loop level and thus constrain mt [12]

mt (pole) ~ 143 ± 26 GeV (13)

Those same studies can also be used to search for hints of %'new physics" such as technicolor, Z'
bosons etc. In fact, after top is discovered and mt directly measured, searching for "new physics" and
constraining future discovery interpretations will be the main use of precision measurements.

Precision tests of the standard model are possible because it is a renormalizable field theory with
a limited number of free parameters. In fact, because of the natural bare relationship.

sin2 Bw = e2
0/gl = 1 - (m°w/m°z)

2 (14)

one need only measure a, GM and mz (along with fermion masses and m// for loops) to predict mw,
sin2 Qw{mz)jjs and all residual effects such as neutrino cross-sections, atomic parity violation etc.
Indeed, employing

a = 1/137.036

G^ = 1.16639 x 10"5 GeV"2 (15)

mz = 91-187 GeV

in the one loop corrected versions of (14), one predicts [12] (see table 1) values of mw and sin2 0w{m,z)jjs
as a function of mt (for fixed m#). Other standard model quantities such as the atomic parity violating
weak charge Qw{Cs), Z width etc. are similarly predicted, for example if mt ~ 140 GeV

Qw(Cs) = -73.26 ±0.13

Tz = 2485±7MeV (16)

R = ^ ^ V»e\ = 1.153 ±0.005

where the uncertainties are purely theoretical.
At present, direct measurements of the W* mass [7]

mw = 80.22 ± 0.26 GeV (17)

and indirect measurements via Ru = a^u^N -* f^A')/cr(fc'(Ji\
r — fiX) and

mw = 80.00 ± 0.30 GeV (from Rv) (18)

provide the best constraint on mt. They are followed by Z width and decay asymmetry determinations.
It is difficult for low energy experiments to compete in determining mt. For example, the very

precise CHARM II value [13]

U 1.15 ±0.07 (19)

leads to an error on sin20iy(mz)— about 8 times the present LEP result. To be competitive, the
error on R would need to be reduced to ±1%. Such a reduction may be statistically possible, but the



systomatics avo then likely to dominate. Nevertheless, reducing the error on R to ±1% is a worthwhile
goal because oi the "new physics' bound or probe it will provide. For example, the additional 2' boson
of SO(10), called Zx would have little effect on Z pole physics (unless there is Z-Zx mixing), but it
would reduce li to

R~ 1.153(1 - 0 . 8 9 - ^ - ) (20)

So. a ±1% measurement is sensitive to m ^ well in excess of 500 GeV. Similarly, such a gauge boson
would shift the atomic P.V. weak charge of cesium to [14]

Qw(Cs) = -73.26 + 65.2 —£- (21;
mi

The present experimental value [15]

= -71.04 ± 1.58 ± 0.88 (22)

could in fact be suggestive of a mzx ^ 500 GeV. If such a boson is indeed present, it will manifest
itself as a 5a effect in the ongoing atomic P.V. experiment.

Low energy experiments also probe dynamical symmetry breaking loop effects. For example, such
models generically give rise to a weak isospin conserving effect called 5 [16] which can easily be in the
range +1 ~ 2. Precisely measuring a, GM, mz and TOW fixes the isospin breaking loop effects (usually
called T) and leads to the following predicted deviations if 5 ^ 0 (for fixed m\v)

Qw(Cs) = -73.26-0.85

R/RSM = 1 - 0.035
r z / r | M = 1 - 0.0045 (23)

sin2 6w{mz)m = 0.2326(1 + 0.0165)

By measuring several of those quantities with high precision, an 5 ~ 0(1) would be easily uncov-
ered. If an 5 ^ 0 were found in one measurement, we would certainly want confirmation from some
complementary experiment.

3 Muon Number Violation

The conservation of muon (and electron) number is best tested at high intensity muon and kaon
facilities. The relatively long lifetimes of those particles combined with the copious production sources
allow searches for standard model forbidden decays with branching ratios < 10~12. I have given
in table 2, current bounds on some well studied reactions [7]. In addition, expectations of ongoing
(approved or running) experiments are listed. For some of the reactions, almost two orders of magnitude
improvement are envisioned. Beyond those experiments, I have listed in the final column some guesses
as to what future steps may be possible. In that category, fi-e conversion in the field of a heavy nucleus
offers the best opportunity for significant advancement [17]. Indeed, if 10"16 is a realistic possibility,
search for that reaction should be of the highest priority at meson facilities. In the case of kaon decays,
future advances require an upgraded AGS, KAON, or New Main Injector facility.

All of the forbidden reactions in table 2 are very interesting and worth pursuing as far as possible.
Should a positive effect be uncovered in any one, it must eventually show up in another. The mass scales



of "new physics" probed by those reactions are so high (often > 100 TeV), that they cannot be probed
in any other way. For example, the existing bound on K'i —> /i+e~ constrains generation changing Z'
boson masses to > 43 TeV and bounds quark-lepton compositeness to > 210 TeV. (Similar bounds on
lepton compositeness are obtained from B(fi —* cy).) Those scales are already beyond the reach of the
SSC. Indeed, one can show rather generally that existing low energy constraints essentially rule out
the possibility of observing muon-number violation at the SSC or any contemplated e+e~ facility < 1
TeV. As a definite illustration, one already knows from the R(n~Ti —• e~Ti) bound in table 1 that
[18]

B{Z - fte) < 10"13 (24)

(The bound from /x+ —*• e+e~e+ is almost as "good.) That bound is about eight orders of magnitude
better than direct searches for Z -* \ie. at LEP which are currently at the 10~5 level. Similarly, from
rare A" decays one infers [19]

B{Z->sd) < 10~u (25)

One can ask: What about B decays? Might they provide a competitive means to search for muon-
number nonconservation? The answer is probably not. To illustrate that logic, consider the case of
effective four fermi interactions of the form (with V and A amplitudes) jftsde/i and j^bdt\i where M
is the scale of "new physics" and CK aJid CB incorporate couplings, mixings etc. One finds [19]

fCsV
\CK)

CKJ '

In a very optimistic scenario, bounds on rare B decays might reach ~ 10~8. Those constraints would
be competitive with the K decay bounds in table 2 only if CB/CK > 100.

As a final illustration of the utility of table 2, let me consider a fourth generation scenario with a
heavy neutrino N. Z decays require m^ > 45 GeV. Such a neutrino could mix with the lighter leptons
and give rise to muon-number nonconservation. From the R(f.i~Ti — e~Ti) bound one finds [18,20]

W'^U^l < 10-4 (28)

(for a heavier TUN, the bound becomes even more severe.) The importance of that constraint will be
of extreme prominence, if a heavy neutrino (or any neutral heavy particle lepton) is discovered at the
SSC.

4 CP Violation Beyond the Standard Model

Confirming the CKM predictions for CP violation is the goal of several A" decay experiments and the
leading rationale for proposed asymmetric B factories. That undertaking is very worthwhile, since so
far CP violation has only been observed in some very special A' decays. Observing direct CP violation
in K —' 2ir, A"* decay asymmetries, A'/, — ff°e+e~, Ii'i —> ir°i/P or B decays at the predicted level
would be a tremendous confirmation of the standard model. Unfortunately, it might not provide any
further insight into the origin of mixing, mass, or CP violation.

I would like to advocate searches for CP violation outside of CKM predictions. Such long-shot
efforts could lead to a unique way of exploring "new physics". Of course, when betting on a longshot,



one looks for guidance. In that regard, multi-Higgs models [21] with relative phases between their
vacuum expectation values seem to provide good motivation. Indeed, that additional source of CP
violation (i.e. beyond CKM mixing) could be instrumental in producing baryogenesis in the early
universe.

The best place to search for multi-Higgs CP violation is in neutron and atomic electric dipole
moments. Complementary to those efforts are searches for transverse muon polarization in A'M3 decays
[22]. As originally pointed out by Sakurai [23], a non-zero value for PT

PT = Sll-(PlixPir) (29)

would signal CP violation. Of the two decays KL —<• ̂ fi^i/^ and K+ —*• 7r°/i+i/M, the first has a
relatively large electromagnetic final state interaction [24] which masks PT at about the 10~3 level
while the latter is safe up to ~ 10~6. At present the best bound on PT in K+ —*• 7r°/i+fM comes from
a Brookhaven experiment which found [25]

P T = ( -3 .1±5.3)x 1(T3 (30)

An improved experiment [26] at KEK, E246, aims for a factor of 6 improved sensitivity of APT ~
9 X 10~4. At that level, multi-Higgs CP violation might start to appear. Whether or not it does,
further exploration is clearly warranted. An achievable goal at the AGS is probably APj ~ 10~4.
With that sensitivity, chances of a payoff greatly increase. One would also learn whether further
improvement (~ 10~5!) is possible at future facilities.

Since I am on the subject of transverse muon polarization in A'+ decays, let me recall another pos-
sible measurement. CP violation can also be manifested in K+ —> /i+fM7 transverse muon polarization
[27]

The branching ratio (for the relevant kinematic region) is ~ 10~4 which is about 2 orders of magnitude
below 7v*3. However, PT will be about twice as large and the detector acceptance for that decay should
be bigger than K*3. Since measurements of PT are likely to be systematics limited, the two modes
may in the end be competitive. It is probable that any new experiment will actually measure both
[26]. In the case of A'+ —>• / J+I /M7, I estimate (crudely) that final state interactions enter at about the
PT — 1O~4 level. That may prove to be a useful calibration for future K*3 experiments which aim to
go below PT ~ 10~4.

I have given only a few examples of ways that "new physics" might be uncovered at relatively low
energies. In addition to the experiments discussed or briefly mentioned, I would certainly advocate
searches for neutrino oscillations where low energies is often advantageous. Precision measurements
with neutrinos, polarized electrons, K decays etc. are also well motivated, not only to uncover "new
physics", but to explore QCD effects such as the strange content of the proton and deviations from
chiral perturbation theory. We have at our disposal experimental expertise, theoretical guidance and
proven accelerator facilities. The opportunity to fully exploit them should not be wasted.
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Table 1: Standard model predictions for raw and sin2 Ow(mz)jfg as a function of mt (defined by MS)
~ 0.94m( (pole). A value of m// ~ 200 GeV is assumed. The uncertainties correspond to hadronic
loop effects.

(GeV) sm*9\

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

v(mz)m±0.00

0.2337
0.2334
0.2332
0.2329
0.2326
0.2322
0.2319
0.2315
0.2312
0.2307
0.2303
0.2299
0.2294
0.2289
0.2285
0.2279

03 mw T 0.02 GeV

79.93
79.99
80.04
80.10
80.16
80.23
80.29
80.36
80.44
80.52
80.59
80.67
80.76
80.84
80.94
81.03

Table 2: Existing and anticipated bounds (at 90% C.L.) on various muon-number violating reactions.
The last column lists some speculations on how far the bounds might be pushed at upgraded existing
or contemplated new facilities.

Reaction

— e+e~e+)

R(fi~Ti -> e~Ti)

B(fi+ _ e+7)

Current Bound

< 1.0 X 10~12

< 4.6 x 10"12

< 2.4 x 10-11

Ongoing Exp.

10~13 (SINDRUM II)

< 4.9 x 10" u ~ 6 x 10~13 (MEGA)

Future (?)

~ 10"13

8 x 10"13 (BNL 871) ~ 2 x 10~14

B(K < 2.1 x 10-10 ~ 3 x 10~12 (BNL865) ~ 5 x 10"14


